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            While online booking websites may tempt you with cost savings, It's crucial to be mindful of th 
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           Top 10 Foods to Try in Turkey
            Turkey is one of those fascinating countries that when you finally visit and see for yourself,  
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           The Best Ways to Experience Old Japan in Kansai
            If you want to see and experience traditional Japan and Japanese culture, a trip to the Kansai  
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                    4.9
                    
                    

            
                
                        
                
            Star Flights        

        
            4.9
            
        

        
            

                    

                ×
            

            

            
                
                        
        
                
            Ray Vanzuyden            00:41 08 Apr 19

            
                
                Wonderful, very helpful booking for a Manila Flight last August.  Had a friend that was transiting on the same flight from an earlier booking, located her seat and Star Flights were able to confirm the seat next to my friend, so important for us elderly to have some company on a long flight.
            

        

    

        
                
            Abby Leigh            02:33 08 Apr 19

            
                
                They have the best offer for flights and packages! They really looking after their clients and very helpful in assisting new customers. Highly recommended to anyone who is looking for economical airfares👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻 Thank you Star Flights!
            

        

    

        
                
            Hazel Severino            05:38 30 Apr 19

            
                
                Emerald was very helpful and easy to transact with. Used Star Flights few times now and they are consistently attentive to costumers like me. Thanks!
            

        

    

        
                
            Meriam Sorrenson            11:01 07 Apr 19

            
                
                If you want to get the best deal, Star flights has got it all. It's the only website I always visit every time I'm looking for a great deal when flying.thumbs up!
            

        

    

        
                
            Gemma Santos            20:25 25 Apr 19

            
                
                They are very committed service with proper follow-up. They respond promptly with my queries.Thanks star flights for providing excellent services. Five stars deserves you.
            

        

    

        
                
            Steve Elbourn            06:47 25 Apr 19

            
                
                Always having some great deals on airfares with Philippines Airlines. Quick responses whenever I have contacted them. Highly recommended travel service
            

        

    

        
                
            Ray Vanzuyden            00:23 10 Jun 19

            
                
                Wonderful, very helpful booking for a Manila Flight last August 2018.  Had a friend that was transiting on the same flight from an earlier booking, located her seat and Star Flights were able to confirm the seat next to my friend, so important for us elderly to have some company on a long flight. 

June 2019, Have booked my Philippine Flight again for a stay during August, great service and also arranged transport for me from Manila Airport to Tagatay. Very much appreciate the exceptional service from Star Flights.
            

        

    

        
                
            Ceasar Morales            10:55 01 Aug 19

            
                
                Very quick response , booking is a breeze..  Rachelle your the best.
            

        

    

        
                
            Roi Mendoza            09:26 23 Aug 19

            
                
                I have been booking my flights to Star Flights for 3 years now. They are very accommodating and very reliable, also very helpful. I would highly recommend Star Flights if you’re looking for a peace of mind booking. Thank you Rachelle for your assistance! Star Flight must be lucky to have you on their team! Thanks again Star Flights!
            

        

    

        
                
            Catalina Eduardo            19:58 31 Aug 19

            
                
                Staffs at Star flights has always been easy to deal with. They are helpful & very accommodating. I can highly recommend Star flights to anyone.
            

        

    

        
                
            Jaime Ilog            07:17 12 Sep 19

            
                
                This is my first time to book to starflight and I’m very satisfied,very friendly staff and accomodating. I deal with emerald, she’s very nice and friendly. Highly recommended
            

        

    

        
                
            Donna Jimeno            11:56 01 Oct 19

            
                
                5 star on customer service specially from Donna.  Price is just the same as the others but it is the service that i am happy about.
            

        

    

        
                
            ekok da dekok            10:48 17 Oct 19

            
                
                Awesome travel agency. Special mention to Emerald. Thanks Emerald. Twice already I have dealt with you and most likely will still do for my future Manila airfares. I now know where to go for my tickets should the need to go back to the Philipines for holiday arises, as long as there are good deals :-)..Thanks Starflights.
            

        

    

        
                
            ekok da dekok            10:48 17 Oct 19

            
                
                Awesome travel agency. Special mention to Emerald. Thanks Emerald. Twice already I have dealt with you and most likely will still do for my future Manila airfares. I now know where to go for my tickets should the need to go back to the Philipines for holiday arises, as long as there are good deals :-)..Thanks Starflights.
            

        

    

        
                
            Russ Thomas            07:56 25 Oct 19

            
                
                Rachelle is very quick  and on the ball. Recommend highly
            

        

    

        
                
            Eduardo Luis            20:37 08 Nov 19

            
                
                Good customer service experience. I've used them twice for trips to my country of birth and happy with how things were handled, no dramas. Strongly recommended.
            

        

    

        
                
            Norie Umali            00:39 19 Dec 19

            
                
                I highly recommend Star Flights for all your travel needs. I was supported by wonderful lady named Emerald who has helped me find the best trip schedules based on my preferences (date, time and of course, budget). She showed exemplary customer service to someone who has been so stressed with multiple flight cancellations in the past month. Truly I felt she cares for me as a client, and didn't impose anything just like others who sound so sales-y. I would definitely ring them again for my future travels!
            

        

    

        
                
            Jerome Almazan            11:14 19 Dec 19

            
                
                Well deserved of a 5 star rating. Friendly staffs are always happy to accommodate your needs. Great service and good deals always.
            

        

    

        
                
            Norie Umali            00:39 19 Dec 19

            
                
                I highly recommend Star Flights for all your travel needs. I was supported by wonderful lady named Emerald who has helped me find the best trip schedules based on my preferences (date, time and of course, budget). She showed exemplary customer service to someone who has been so stressed with multiple flight cancellations in the past month. Truly I felt she cares for me as a client, and didn't impose anything just like others who sound so sales-y. I would definitely ring them again for my future travels!
            

        

    

        
                
            Marita Gabriel            09:31 30 Dec 19

            
                
                I have booked a multi-city for the cheapest prices on the flights I wanted. After confirming my documents for my credit card I got the tickets the same day.
Very good prices and excellent service. Donna and Ajit are both easy to deal with, always making sure that they give you a better price, I have been dealing with them for years now and I am very happy and satisfied with their service. I would highly and
definitely recommend Star Flights to Family and Friends.
            

        

    

        
                
            Joseph Tuchin            09:18 08 Jan 20

            
                
                Has come back many times to star fight to book my tickets they always done the deal with me on my tickets air come out very good on prices I will do business with them again this year as well and next year thank you very much for your service
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                    4.6
                    
                

                            

        

        
            
                
                            
                
            STAR FLIGHTS        

        
            4.6
            
        

        
            

                    

                ×
            

            

            
                
                        
        
                
            Banelerh Nxumalo            2023-05-27T22:36:01+0000

            
                
                                Having a lot of profit from Mrs. Susan Ryan platform was the best thing ever, with a little capital of $1,190 I made a successful withdrawal of $12,500 in 6 working days now I can pay my bills my self and take good care of my family, You are indeed the best account manager, With the way you traded my investment efficiently with no error My God will keep rewarding you. Contact Her for genuinely trading and fast profit payout without any problem. Quickly contact her via:
Email:susanryan3221@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 (856) 440-3528
                            

        

    

        
                
            Janice Asuncion Azarcon            2023-01-07T02:14:47+0000

            
                
                                I had a wonderful experience with Star Flights with the assistance of Franco. He was quick to check flights availability and the customer service was superb. He was helpful, polite and proactive throughout the process. Will definitely book with Star Flights for future travel plans.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Emak Gemskie BT            2022-11-13T21:46:21+0000

            
                
                                Yes Im very happy that i found this starflights online booking 
I booked two holiday last 2019 going Hongkong Japan and Philipppines all my tickets where greats no hussle of travels and now I have a current booking again to Brisbane, Singapore to manila return flights by assistance of Miss Donna Dakar shes the one of  great travel agent in starflights , I recommend Donna Dakar shes very friendly and good travel adviser as an agent ,thank you
God bless
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jasmin MC Khuletzz            2022-09-18T15:07:11+0000

            
                
                                Highly recommended.. I have been booking flights with STAR FLIGHTS since 2014, the service is always excellent. Mam Donna is the best⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
                            

        

    

        
                
            ÇoÆster Lß            2022-09-17T20:08:47+0000

            
                
                                AN UNFORGETTABLE TRADING EXPERIENCE
I have seen, tested and tried different strategies, procedures methods even lost a lot of funds while trying. Until I was introduce to this new strategy that got me back on track and I have been able to regain all my lost money and still making consistent growth on all of my trade,  MRS Emily brian,  is indeed an astonishing trader. 
she steadily lifted me out of my financial penury to becoming financially stable. If you are interested and tired of losing your money You can reach her on:
Email: brianemily7064@gmail.com
WhatsApp:+447957913132
                            

        

    

        
                
            Benilda Castro Almorade            2022-07-05T12:19:31+0000

            
                
                                I highly recommend Star Flights especially Ajit. He has been very helpful and very prompt, never fails to return my call. A very good customer service. Keep it up Ajit and team. My son Hans is also very happy of your services. Indeed a Star ⭐️ Flight ✈️
                            

        

    

        
                
            Emily Hunter            2022-03-15T11:16:15+0000

            
                
                                Reliable and fast service
                            

        

    

        
                
            Yoli Reyes            2022-01-26T02:49:53+0000

            
                
                                Very Efficient service from Donna
                            

        

    

        
                
            Betilda Ilan            2020-03-13T06:13:22+0000

            
                
                                Quick,reliable,affordable, smart staff.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Mikie Bausin            2020-02-14T04:53:32+0000

            
                
                                I always booked my flight at Star Flights thru Donna,  she was very pleasant and extremely helpful.  I am happy for the excellent service.  Star Flight is highly recommended to everyone.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lilia Salbro            2020-02-06T06:19:47+0000

            
                
                                I highly recommend Star Flight they're reliable, friendly, helpful and excellent service.This is our third times dealing with them.Thank you so much Donna for the excellent service.
                            

        

    

        
                
            MyJesu Moon River            2020-01-05T09:37:04+0000

            
                
                                EXCELLENT, FRIENDLY & PROMPT SERVICE. DONNA & ARLENE DELIVERS AN EXEMPTIONAL SRRVICE.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Leah Cynavel N. Villasencio-Tomulto            2019-11-04T05:07:54+0000

            
                
                                I have always been booking my plane tickets with starflights ever since before, since 2016 specifically. I am lucky that I have known this travel agency. It’s eAsier for me to go back to my home country (Philippines) with their cheap rates. The staffs are very helpful to whatever flight you want that suits you and they are very kind as well, special mention to mam Donna, mam Ana and Mel. Truly recommendable.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Aida Borreta            2019-10-05T08:00:09+0000

            
                
                                Very satisfied with the service. Donna was easy to talk to and reply to my queries immediately. Same with Franco. The communication was very good.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jimmy Lubag Ilog            2019-09-14T12:17:22+0000

            
                
                                Great service.i talk to emerald and she’s very nice, friendly and accomodating. Highly recommended.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Rosalina Bacus Sherry            2019-08-28T11:03:12+0000

            
                
                                Very helpful, professional, thanks so much to Donna Nakar .
                            

        

    

        
                
            Cheryl Alleno Dillinger            2019-08-12T00:20:33+0000

            
                
                                Friendly and reliable. Always give a best advice.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jennifer Philip Magdaraog            2019-07-29T03:05:02+0000

            
                
                                they are very accommodating and price of flights are reasonable
                            

        

    

        
                
            Eduardo Zaldivar            2019-07-07T07:31:35+0000

            
                
                                The customer service I received was outstanding, thank you Rachael!
She was patient, clear and understanding in helping me find tickets that suited me best.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Darlene Ramirez Huerto            2019-07-01T01:57:45+0000

            
                
                                My family have been booking our holidays with Star Flights and they are the most helpful. Their prices are relatively cheaper compared to website or online prices.  Donna Nakar is a gem to deal with, she attends to every inquiry with utmost urgency. Star Flights is definitely highly recommended! Thumbs up!!!
                            

        

    

        
                
            David Lee            2019-06-20T11:29:47+0000

            
                
                                My wife and I have booked flights through Star Flights on numerous occasions and would not deal elsewhere.  Fare prices are very good as is the helpfulness of staff and their cheerful manner. Special mention to Donna. Thanks Star Flights.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Diche Corpuz            2019-06-14T08:08:36+0000

            
                
                                Thanks Starflights, Emerald is such a gem, I didnt know that there exists such a company with such professional personnels.

Actually I am a frequent flyer and I know how to look for cheap airfares, but Starflights fare is a lot economical and practical compared to my way of booking in other search engines.

 I have an emergency flight to Philippines,  and starflights is 150 dollar cheaper  than the rest of the booking engines, including that of direct airline booking.

The added feature of Starflights is you are talking to a person not to a robot, they can tailor fit your needs, as they have requested especial meal for  a gluten intolerant and diabetic person like me, obviously I need a seat that has easy access to the toilet and easy way to get in and out of my seat.

I should have known this company long before.

A 5 🌟 rating I give to them.

Keep up the good works and we will have more dealings in the future.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Mimi Gee            2019-06-10T07:10:28+0000

            
                
                                Been using their services for years now and I would say expectations are always met. Exceptional customers service, special mention to Arlene and Donna, they always try to accomodate our requests. Cheers and job well done. Highly recommended
                            

        

    

        
                
            黄美铃            2019-05-27T05:55:56+0000

            
                
                                excellent customer service... special mention donna. thanks a lot!
                            

        

    

        
                
            Guia Howard            2019-03-01T03:33:44+0000

            
                
                                staff's very friendly and helpful 
very cheap airfare 
didn't have any problem at all. 
Thank You  Star Flights😊❤
                            

        

    

        
                
            Versoza Teddy WC            2019-02-07T08:07:31+0000

            
                
                                5 ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Star flights representative Ms. Arlene Lee have been extremely helpful, professional and quick respond to book my flight ittenerary 😀
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ma Riza Fielder            2019-02-04T00:40:20+0000

            
                
                                Good prices, and great service😊
                            

        

    

        
                
            Tammy Omaña Pameron            2019-01-28T01:17:57+0000

            
                
                                I was just browsing for cheap flights online when I came across their FB page. At first, I was hesitant but upon reading their reviews and recommendation from a friend, I decided to give this joint a go. A lovely lady named Arlene assisted me all through out until she gave me the best deal for my upcoming holiday. She was extremely helpful, patiently answered all my queries and accommodating. Her customer service is very commendable and wouldn't think twice to recommend her! A truly amazing experience it was with Arlene! :)
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ferdinand Say            2019-01-26T11:51:17+0000

            
                
                                Customer service is very good. Price is very reasonable. Emerald is very nice to follow up on my query. I got very fast response.  I would highly recommend Star Flights when booking your flight to the Philippines.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Rachel Kelly            2019-01-25T00:54:38+0000

            
                
                                Five Stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
Booked our flight to Manila best competitive price and included a Japan trip as well Thank you so much to  Donna Nakar for the great /excellent customer service 🙌🙌🙌very helpful and prompt service.Im a return customer. Hassle free always. Highly recommended 😀
                            

        

    

        
                
            Brian Garnett            2019-01-04T09:24:33+0000

            
                
                                TOP, COURTEOUS, COMPETANT, HONEST TRAVEL AGENTS.  I HJAVE BEEN AROUND A LONG, LONG TIME, 77 YEARS TO BE EXACT AND TO SAY STAR FLIGHTS IS THE BEST IS NOT HARD TO SAY, BECAUSE THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT THEY ARE, THE BEST.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Grant Baber            2018-10-21T10:21:10+0000

            
                
                                Amazing
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lilian Salvo            2018-08-27T00:14:54+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jason Dela Cerna            2018-07-11T11:34:32+0000

            
                
                                .
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jona Sertang            2018-04-24T07:28:33+0000

            
                
                                I LOVE PHILIPPINE Airlines, 
ENJOY @ GOOD Service
                            

        

    

        
                
            Anna Agus-Masangkay            2018-03-22T11:09:37+0000

            
                
                                Big thanks to Mel Quintos for helping us search for an airfare that’s within our budget.
                            

        

    

        
                
            Yvon Usad            2018-03-14T18:38:21+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Maria Gimenez            2018-02-20T06:28:20+0000

            
                
                                This is the first time that I booked with Star Flights and I can say that I am very satisfied with the service. I spoke with MEL QUINTOS, who was very accomodating, courteous and friendly. He was patient in answering all my questions and he explained the promos and price differences clearly. He also gave me a lot of options to choose from. He made sure that all the details with regards to my flight was correct. I really appreciate Mel going the extra mile in following up with me to make sure that everything was ok. From now on, I will definitely book all my future flights with Star Flights. Thank you MEL for all your help today. You are truly a star!
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nathalie Cordeta Salvo            2017-12-27T05:18:50+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ycel Vargas-Jacinto            2017-11-07T11:27:15+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ma Lay Khin            2017-10-30T14:22:29+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nolan Fabillo            2017-10-10T05:51:01+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lito Martinez            2017-10-10T02:28:07+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Hazel Libre Massa            2017-09-05T10:08:14+0000

            
                
                                Have been dealing with Ajit for nearly 3 years now and he is super efficient , extremely reputable , very honest and his prices are super cheap compared to any other agency .. just a delight to deal with , would strongly suggest that you talk to him before embarking on any holiday and everything always goes smoothly - Rick and Hazel
                            

        

    

        
                
            Melniko Tan Quintos            2017-08-15T23:11:08+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Bridget Coleman            2017-08-08T06:02:42+0000

            
                
                                Star Flights offer the cheapest flight services to the Philippines and SE Asia (way cheaper than Flight Centre). It's always a pleasure dealing with Arlene who's extremely helpful & quick with replies. Top notch!! Always recommend your service to friends and family �
                            

        

    

        
                
            Joe Grech            2017-04-12T22:57:54+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Fortunato Santos            2017-04-12T11:33:31+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Robert Sy            2017-04-11T23:40:09+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ivy Puno            2017-04-10T00:19:00+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Anthony Jardin            2017-01-16T11:13:43+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Mari Tes Aquino            2016-10-27T11:10:42+0000

            
                
                                Cheapest deals agency so far, better than booking str8 to PAL
                            

        

    

        
                
            Joy Dalisay            2016-10-18T02:56:21+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Koni Konkon            2016-06-22T04:24:31+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Michael Lapina            2016-06-02T12:33:17+0000

            
                
                                Best price, and had the best experience with the fast, efficient and courteous service.  Highly recommended!
                            

        

    

        
                
            Betty Wee            2016-04-30T11:25:07+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Chaphorn O'keefe            2016-01-23T11:37:23+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lekie Arunrua            2015-09-07T10:48:03+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Marissa L. Magallano            2015-08-22T23:09:11+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ahmed Deeq            2015-07-27T13:56:27+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Mimi Lee            2015-07-20T14:10:19+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            PKrr Rungsamai            2015-05-04T06:21:30+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Juana Nita Nasol            2015-04-26T14:02:45+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Arakan Mdw            2015-04-25T11:17:29+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lincoln Victoria            2015-03-18T22:40:22+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Shaun Swanson            2015-02-20T11:10:30+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Orlando Orlando Orlando            2015-02-11T04:47:16+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            John Joel Lotino            2015-02-10T09:46:14+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Marie Cres Jalapa Ponje            2015-02-08T04:14:54+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Suravadee Chaythongdee            2014-12-27T02:04:52+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            เจอะ ปิงปอง            2014-12-26T04:12:32+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Marilou Larcena Webb            2014-12-20T20:03:57+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Gemma Bennett            2014-12-10T05:09:49+0000

            
                
                                A very honest, cheap & reliable travel agency. We will be purchasing our ticket from you guys when we decide when we go to philippines. Thank you *****
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lisa Zalun            2014-12-01T10:59:19+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ua-Bơ Phan            2014-10-18T23:32:05+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Donald Day            2014-10-18T21:06:20+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Fe Dizon Phung            2014-09-29T11:32:53+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Wisam Ammoun            2014-09-29T09:54:20+0000

            
                
                                Had a great experience dealing with Star Flights. They were very helpful and the prices are extremely cheap!
                            

        

    

        
                
            Joselito Hayag            2014-09-25T04:06:38+0000

            
                
                                Thanks Ajit ❤️❤️
                            

        

    

        
                
            Helen Mitchell            2014-09-02T06:46:38+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Danilo Velasco            2014-08-15T00:56:10+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Fareed Sadaqat            2014-08-11T21:44:44+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Glo Aguinaldo            2014-08-10T05:16:14+0000

            
                
                                Yesss,i did'nt expect i can go home in three months time....thanks ajit.!
                            

        

    

        
                
            David Vigar            2014-08-02T03:54:54+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            LouieKid DelCastillo            2014-07-18T10:13:38+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Radwan Ghandour            2014-07-11T14:26:15+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            JO Sundgren            2014-06-30T10:28:14+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Shahid Javed            2014-06-30T07:59:23+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nini Decipeda            2014-06-23T10:56:10+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nini Decipeda            2014-06-23T10:56:10+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nini Decipeda            2014-06-23T10:56:09+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ape Lou            2014-06-12T07:17:56+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Dolce Luciano            2014-05-15T08:59:40+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nejat Rahimi            2014-05-14T05:36:47+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Eric Omz            2014-05-05T16:40:36+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Pj Panjama Biataisong            2014-04-22T03:56:50+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Narlyn Enriquez Mata            2014-04-22T03:40:39+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nicnic Tan Largo            2014-04-17T10:18:39+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Annabelle Cellona Patel            2014-04-16T12:37:57+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Irene Booth            2014-04-07T11:09:47+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Shady Zarqa            2014-03-24T10:58:35+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Louie Aquino            2014-03-21T09:09:42+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Bebie Panlilio            2014-03-15T07:05:15+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            John OBrien            2014-03-08T07:52:35+0000

            
                
                                5 star
                            

        

    

        
                
            John OBrien            2014-03-08T07:52:35+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Phedeleen Arandia-Relingo            2014-03-07T12:21:30+0000

            
                
                                Good value
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ariel Chen            2014-03-04T10:04:45+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Yhan Ferrer            2014-02-06T19:24:49+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Nitin Kapoor            2014-01-04T01:18:27+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jatz Antonio Jr.            2013-12-28T08:17:27+0000

            
                
                                From perth to manila?
                            

        

    

        
                
            Charlie Sarasola            2013-12-23T23:02:55+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Saurabh Sharma            2013-12-19T05:51:26+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Ian Gordon            2013-12-16T10:06:50+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Lenoi Navarro            2013-12-13T14:12:26+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Mark Zeller            2013-11-26T06:18:12+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Belinda BA BA            2013-11-17T01:26:05+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Fretton’s Fretton            2013-11-05T11:53:55+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Charlie Knowles            2013-10-22T01:06:36+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Louise Bradley            2013-10-02T07:53:36+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Alex Bell            2013-09-30T18:46:33+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Rachel Abesia Soco            2013-09-27T09:12:45+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Oriana Ciuffetelli            2013-09-18T11:29:14+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Knackers Brooker            2013-09-13T12:18:44+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Sokchakriya Ngear            2013-09-11T07:45:07+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Elma Gracio            2013-09-03T15:22:19+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Jaspreet Saini            2013-08-29T20:03:59+0000

            
                
                            

        

    

        
                
            Sonu Gupta            2013-08-26T17:35:11+0000
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